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The month in view

Coming up………..

• Buffalo darting
• Wild dog puppies
• Reserve projects
• Sightings & conservation
• Plenty of predators!
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Throughout the latter half of August we had our shut-down period. We then
started back up with members of “The Courageous Civets”. Volunteers were
from Belgium, England, France, Germany, The Netherlands, Scotland and the
USA.

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Hyaenas - Brown & Spotted

Our hyaena sightings were a
bit thin on the ground this
month but that was worth it
for the fact that one of them
was a brown one! Brown
hyaenas also live in clans but
much smaller ones with just 5
or 6 members. Spotted clans
can be up to 20 individuals
and they are much more bold
and visible around the bush.

Spotted hyaenas are also much more vocal; fierce competition over
food with intra-specifics leads to the well-known cackling sound giving
them their other name of the ‘Laughing hyaena’. Long distance

vocalisations notify other clan members of an available food source while brown hyaenas keep things on
the down low. They are at the bottom of the predator food chain and don’t want to draw attention to
themselves. They forage on their own at night either scavenging or making small kills.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates. You can 
subscribe at http://www.askarivolunteers.com

Reserve work & Projects
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Alien plants were targeted on Pidwa east and the open system. ‘Prickly pears’
are nice and easy to see at this time of year so are the main focus of our
eradication. We returned to a patch initially worked on by ‘The Honey
badgers’ earlier this year. We found plenty of dead plants and gave a herbicide
top-up to some of the bigger ones still surviving.

KRUGER DAY TRIP Ground hornbills and a flap-necked chameleon were all on the agenda this month during
our full day trip into Kruger National Park. The team also received the ‘Elephant management’ lecture at the
Letaba elephant hall and there were the usual suspects of elephant and buffalo to see.

We had a good morning’s work at the old mica
mine in buffalo camp. We were collecting rocks
to place around the ‘Transvaal saffron’ tree
being protected from elephant damage near
Lily pan.

An anti-poaching patrol was 
carried out this month on Langa 
langa looking for any evidence of
bush-meat poacher camps and snares. Farming fence removal 
continued on Pidwa east where we collected plenty of barbed 
wire and fence droppers. There is still work left to complete 
there in the coming months. 

Fence painting work continued and the nyala camps received their monthly clean out at the feeding bays
and water troughs. A morning was spent taking part of the fence down around breeding camp 1 to chase
the resident impala out and let the browse and graze recover inside.

http://www.askarivolunteers.com/
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wild dog puppies and Buffalo relocation 

WILD DOGS One afternoon we travelled south, in the tiny hope of finding new wild dog puppies reported
on the reserve. The 4 adults, seen back in May, stuck around and have been denning down in the south of
the reserve; there were now reports of 8 puppies. We couldn’t believe our luck when, finally, just before
sunset we came across the young ones lying just off the road. They quickly scattered but soon came back,
walking as a pack close to the car to cure their curiosity. An amazing sunset sighting and special moment
for the team.
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BUFFALO Dr Peter Rogers was with us for the morning to dart and move all the young male buffalo out of
the breeding camp and release them into the wild buffalo camps. As each one was darted the team was
called in to do the VERY HEAVY lifting work. It was a tough and physical morning but a great experience.

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings

Lions seen this month were member of the Askari pride and the Makutsi pride. On one occasion all 7
members of the Askari’s paraded across the road in front of our vehicle in the beautiful morning light.

Some of our more unusual sightings included this
leguaan, Saddle-billed stork and Blue-headed
tree agama.
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http://www.tripadvisor.com/
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer
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Sightings continued………

There were some beautiful elephant sightings for the team. With the drought continuing we are often
seeing the elephants near water, drinking or even swimming in it! We were also lucky enough to have 2
different honey badger sightings over this period and a civet sighting down at cutline dam on our way
back from the south.

Male cheetahs ‘Songo’ &’ Sanana’ were seen and the morning light gave us a great sighting of a dwarf
mongoose family. The few Tsessebe were seen in buffalo camp and our first migratory birds arrived; the
Lesser striped swallow followed by the Wahlberg’s eagle (pictured). For further reading on Migratory birds
follow this link to our recently posted blog article http://www.askariwcp.com/migration-massacres-route-
pidwa/

http://www.askariwcp.com/migration-massacres-route-pidwa/

